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Welcome (Bienvenido) to Villa Vista Magnifica (VM).  VM is our fabulous 
vacation villa overlooking the Pacific Ocean and the gorgeous beaches of 
Playa Prieta, Playa Penca, and the surrounding islands and coastline of 
Guanacaste Province, Costa Rica! 

 

For	Fundraising	Information	&	reservations	contact	Eric	Kaiser	
Kaiserejk@gmail.com,	972-896-0147,	CostaRicaVistas.com	

 

VM is a 5 bedroom, 5.5 bath, luxury villa, staffed with 2 full time 
employees, situated on a beautifully landscaped hillside, with a one of a 
kind Pacific Ocean and beach view.   

The villa consists of 5 unique ocean view suites, incredible infinity edge 
pool, and a separate multi-car garage with an employee’s apartment.  
Each room has it’s own unique features, such as an outdoor shower, a 
private patio, or an upstairs terrace view.  There are various combinations 
of bed arrangements, such as a king bed in one suite, queen beds in two 
suites, and two suites have a queen and a twin bed.  The typical 
occupancy is 10 adults, and there is also room for several additional guests 
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such as kids or young adults in the two twin beds or on the sofas in the 
upstairs TV room. 

VM has 2 levels.  The main level includes 3 suites, a fully equipped kitchen 
with large dining area & combined living and entertainment area, and a 
Zen water garden.  The suites are enclosed and air conditioned, and the 
rest is an open-air living concept extremely popular with our guests.   

Upstairs, there are two air-conditioned suites, an air conditioned TV room, 
and a large terrace overlooking the infinity edge pool and awesome ocean 
view.  

 

VM’s 2 full time employees are dedicated to making our guest’s stay 
carefree, relaxed, and comfortable.  Our on-site staff provides daily maid 
and other services such as cooking & washing clothes. 

I’ve owned and managed VM for over 10 years, with the same 2 
trustworthy employees taking care of my guests, and VM has become one 
of the most popular villas in the entire area.  

When you read about Costa Rica, you will see many references to the 
Guanacaste region and the northern Pacific Coast.  There are several 
villages and towns in the area, all an easy drive to the various local 
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attractions, restaurants, and nightlife.  The weather along the northern 
Pacific Coast is much drier than the rest of Costa Rica, which makes it 
ideal as a beach vacation destination.  However, there are may other 
adventures, such as ziplining, fishing, surfing, biking, horseback riding, 
hiking, shopping, and best of all - simply relaxing at VM and enjoying the 
best view in the world. 
 

 

Visitors to VM will thoroughly enjoy the gorgeous scenery and their time 
visiting the attractions along the northern Pacific Coast.  There is an 
incredible diversity attractions and places to visit, incredible landscapes & 
mountain vistas, and even semi-active volcanoes and waterfalls.  This 
quality and quantity of tourism is hard to find all in one place, but it’s all 
here at Villa Vista Magnifica.   

Of course, as is the case at our other villa, Vista Bonita Arenal at Lake 
Arenal, the highlight of the day may very well be a home cooked, family 
style breakfast on the patio, or just relaxing or dancing with friends by the 
pool, being catered to by the in-house staff, and enjoying the view at the 
incredible Villa Vista Magnifica. 
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Just a few of the things to see and do at the beach: 
 
Sunset Sailing Catamaran - To fully experience a Costa Rican vacation, you’ll want to 
book one of the full- or half-day cruises that leave out of Playa Flamingo for a perfectly-
timed sunset sail.  Spend the whole day on the cruise, checking out hard-to-reach 
beaches and secret snorkeling spots, or take it easy on the shore until an afternoon 
departure. Whichever you choose, a sturdy catamaran will sail you to the perfect 
location for basking in the glow of a breath-taking Costa Rican sunset. 

 

 

 

Ziplining:  For the thrill-seekers, ziplining is a treasured pastime and a must as part of 
your trip to Costa Rica, where we’ve been flying through the jungle since the 70s. Feel 
the breeze in your britches and race a macaw through the canopy as the greenery 
spreads out beneath you. Use your time gearing up on the platforms to witness nature 
in its purest state, with sloths, monkeys, and dozens of brilliantly-colored birds playing 
audience to your adventure.  This activity is not for those afraid of heights, but if you’re 
48 inches or taller, your adrenaline rush awaits. You can find plenty of ziplining 
opportunities near  
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ATV Tours - Why explore Costa Rica by foot when you can see more and have a ton of 
fun on an ATV? Most ATV tours are great for beginners, and the trained and certified 
tour guides take plenty of stops in the jungle for you to dip your feet in streams and 
examine exotic species of flora and fauna. 

 

 

Costa Rica is typically considered a rustic and laid back vacation spot.  It’s 
on the destination list titled “beautiful and relaxing” versus “Hollywood 
Theme Park”.  You won’t find crazy discos with bartenders forcing tequila-
slammers down your throat.  Nor will you see any talking animatronic furry 
bears or presidents.   

However, there is a growing list of very cool, big-park type places to visit, 
much more commercialized and luxurious than the typical Costa Rican 
natural jungle venue, but which retain true authenticity with respect to 
back-to-nature Costa Rica style entertainment. 

Here are some great examples: 

Ponderosa Adventure Park - http://ponderosaadventurepark.com/en/ 

This nature park it’s very rustic and “Costa Rican Authentic”; and it’s a 
great place to hike, kayak, and see wild animals very up close and 
personal.  It’s only about 45 minutes drive from VBA. 

Diamante Adventure Park - https://diamanteecoadventurepark.com/en 

This park is adjacent to the beachs north of VM.  They have an incredible 
zip line, an animal sanctuary, beach horseback riding, ATV tours, and other 
adventures. 
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Exciting Alternative to a full week at the beach 
 

Our Pacific coast VM guests frequently request sightseeing 
recommendations for exciting and new Costa Rican adventures.  
Unfortunately for VM guests the round trip drive to a place like the La 
Fortuna waterfalls, Arenal Volcano, or to the Monteverde Cloud Forest is 
way too long for a day trip.   

Our new Arenal Lake villa, Vista Bonita Arenal (VBA), opens up a vast 
selection of mountain, lake, and jungle adventures & sightseeing tours 
otherwise geographically impossible from the beach.   

And for VBA visitors seeking a day at the beach, there are even several to 
choose from just an easy 1:20 drive; including Playa Coco, Panama, and 
Hermosa. 

VM and VBA make a perfect complement or alternative to each other.  We 
offer full and ½ week rentals at both VBA and VM.  VM and VBA are both 
an easy 1 hour drive from LIR airport.  In fact, LIR airport is exactly ½ 
way between our two villas.   

Transitioning between VM and VBA for a ½ and ½ stay very well may be 
the best of both worlds!  

3D Rendering of VBA, Currently Under Construction and Available for 
Reservations Starting 2 February, 2019 

 


